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CHS

(Re)Discovering the SM at the LHC
 We’re all looking for BSM
physics at the LHC
 Before we publish BSM
discoveries from the early
running of the LHC, we want
to make sure that we
measure/understand SM
cross sections
◆ detector and
reconstruction algorithms
operating properly
◆ SM physics understood
properly
◆ SM backgrounds to BSM
physics correctly taken
into account
◆ PDF’s and PDF
uncertainties understood
correctly

Cross sections at the LHC
 Experience at the Tevatron is
very useful, but scattering at
the LHC is not necessarily
just “rescaled” scattering at
the Tevatron
 Small typical momentum
fractions x (Hera-like) in many
key searches
◆ dominance of gluon and
sea quark scattering
◆ large phase space for
gluon emission and thus
for production of extra jets
 …and often a larger Q2 than
directly accessible at either
HERA or the Tevatron

BFKL?

Parton distribution functions
 Calculation of production cross
sections at the LHC relies upon
knowledge of pdf’s in the relevant
kinematic region
◆ at the LHC that region
extends down to x<10-5 and
up to Q2>107 GeV2
 Pdf’s are determined by global
analyses of data from DIS, DY
and jet production
◆ from fixed target, Tevatron
and HERA
◆ in many cases at smaller Q2
than needed for LHC
calculations
▲ so we rely on DGLAP
evolution to go up; does
NLO DGLAP work or do
we need to go to NNLO?
and/or add BFKL

ultimately the data will come from LHC
as well, but not soon

Parton distribution functions
 Two major groups that provide
semi-regular updates to parton
distributions when new data/
theory becomes available
◆ MRS->MRST98->MRST99
->MRST2001->MRST2002
->MRST2003->MRST2004
->MSTW
◆ CTEQ->CTEQ5->CTEQ6
->CTEQ6.1->CTEQ6.5/6
(->CTEQ7)
 All global analyses use a generic
form for the parametrization of
both the quark and gluon
distributions at some reference
value Qo, where Qo is usually in
the range of 1-2 GeV
 Pdf’s are available at LO, NLO
and NNLO
 …and modified LO pdf’s for use
with parton shower Monte Carlos;
see Sat session

So what do we need pdf’s for?

for calculation of:
LO, NLO, NNLO
matrix elements
+ their uncertainties

for determination of
multiple parton
scattering in the
underlying event

and for calculation of
correlations between
processes

for determination of
initial state
Sudakov form factors,
i.e. the parton
showering
Most of existing machinery exists for NLO formalism, such as pdf uncertainties.
Most of experimental use is at LO.
Note to self: put plug in for MC@NLO here so Stefano stops bugging me.
NLO is the first order in which you believe the normalization, and in some cases, the
shape of any cross section prediction. See later.

Errors in pdf’s
 All of the pdf groups provide ways to
estimate the error on the central pdf
due to experimental uncertainties
◆
Hessian methodology enables full
characterization of parton
parametrization space in
neighborhood of global minimum

Inclusive jets at the Tevatron

eigenvector
15

CTEQ6.1 has 20 free parameters
so 20 directions in eigenvector
space
40 error
pdfs
◆

▲

theory uncertainties
▲ higher twist/non-perturbative effects
▲ choose Q2 and W cuts to avoid
▲ higher order effects (NNLO)
▲ heavy quark mass effects (see later)

Errors in data in (or soon to be in) global fits
Example: Inclusive jets at the Tevatron: M. Voutilainen Fermilab W&C Feb. 15
After years of work, D0 has JES error on order of 1%. Systematic error < pdf uncertainty.
This data, along with the similar CDF data, should lead to a reduction of the pdf uncertainty
in future fits and perhaps a change to the central pdf.

Systematic correlations
As important as the size of the systematic error is the knowledge of the bin-to-bin correlation. The
systematic errors can be larger than the pdf uncertainty and still provide useful information that will
further restrict the uncertainty, if the correlations are known.

M. Voutilainen Fermilab W&C Feb. 15

Note to LHC: data should be provided in a fully corrected form (hadron level, with hadron to parton
corrections if possible) with full information about correlated systematic errors to be of maximal
use in global pdf fitting

CDF Run 2 midpoint results

Aside: parton kinematics
 To serve as a handy “look-up” table,
it’s useful to define a parton-parton
luminosity
◆
this is from the review paper
(CHS) and the Les Houches
2005 writeup
 Equation 3 can be used to estimate
the production rate for a hard
scattering at the LHC as the product
of a differential parton luminosity and
a scaled hard scatter matrix element

Cross section estimates
@500 GeV tT mass, gg factor of 10 larger than qQ; σxs factors
~ same;
~1 * 4E4 pb * 0.012 = order of 500 pb (LO)

gq
gg
qQ

Note threshold
behavior for gg
more complex
than for qQ

PDF uncertainties at the LHC
gg

tT

Note that for much of the
SM/discovery range, the pdf
luminosity uncertainty is small

qQ

Need similar level of precision in
theory calculations. i.e. NLO and
NNLO

W/Z

It will be a while, i.e. not in the
first fb-1, before the LHC
data starts to constrain pdf’s
NBIII: tT uncertainty is of
the same order as W/Z
production

gq

NB I: the errors are determined
using the Hessian method for
a Δχ2 of 100 using only
experimental uncertainties,i.e.
no theory uncertainties
NB II: the pdf uncertainties for
W/Z cross sections are not the
smallest

Ratios:LHC to Tevatron pdf luminosities
 Processes that depend on qQ initial
states (e.g. chargino pair production)
have small enchancements
 Most backgrounds have gg or gq
initial states and thus large
enhancement factors (500 for W + 4
jets for example, which is primarily gq)
at the LHC
 W+4 jets is a background to tT
production both at the Tevatron and at
the LHC
 tT production at the Tevatron is largely
through a qQ initial states and so qQ>tT has an enhancement factor at the
LHC of ~10
 Luckily tT has a gg initial state as well
as qQ so total enhancement at the
LHC is a factor of 100
◆
but increased W + jets
background means that a higher
jet cut is necessary at the LHC
◆
known known: jet cuts have to be
higher at LHC than at Tevatron

gg
gq

qQ

NLO corrections
 NLO is the first order for which
the normalization, and
sometimes the shape, is
believable
 NLO is necessary for
precision comparisons of data
to theory
 Sometimes backgrounds to
new physics can be
extrapolated from non-signal
regions, but this is difficult to
do for low cross section final
states and/or final states
where a clear separation of a
signal and background region
is difficult

NLO corrections
Sometimes it is useful to define a K-factor (NLO/LO). Note the value of the K-factor
depends critically on its definition. K-factors at LHC (mostly) similar to those at Tevatron.

Higgs + 1 jet
Higgs + 2 jets
tT + 1 jet

1.19

1.37

1.26

1.42
1.15
0.97

1.29

1.10

K-factors may differ from one because of new subprocesses/contributions at higher
order and/or differences between LO and NLO pdf’s

What pdf’s to use in parton shower
Monte Carlos?
 No question in MC@NLO: NLO pdf’s
 Traditional answer for LO MC’s has
been LO pdf’s,BUT…
◆
somewhat arbitrary assumptions
(for example fixing Drell-Yan
normalization) have to be made in
LO pdf fits
◆
DIS data in global fits affect LO
pdf’s in ways that may not directly
transfer to LO hadron collider
predictions
◆
LO pdf’s for the most part are
outside the NLO pdf error band
◆
experimenters use the NLO error
pdf’s in combination with the
central LO pdf even with this mismatch
◆
LO matrix elements for many of
the processes that we want to
calculate are not so different from
NLO matrix elements
◆
by adding parton showers, we are
partway towards NLO anyway

NLO pdf uncertainty
range

CTEQ6L1

Sudakov’s and LO/NLO pdf’s
 Sudakov form factors form the
basis for parton showers
 Typically at both the Tevatron and
LHC, MC events are generated
with a LO pdf and then pdf
uncertainty is evaluated by
performing a pdf re-weighting
using the NLO error pdf’s
 Works if Sudakov is the same for
the LO pdf and the NLO error
pdf’s
 NLO pdf error band very small
 LO Sudakov outside this error
band, so ISR not correct for reweighted events generated using
LO pdf
 Need to generate MC events and
to evaluate pdf’s with same order

Thanks to S. Gieseke

Modified LO pdf’s
 LO pdf’s result in bad
behavior for many important
physics distributions at the
LHC
◆ see W+ rapidity distribution
 But NLO pdf’s would cause
some bad behavior in other
regions
◆ see bB distributions for low
mass
 …and UE models tied to
existing behavior of low x
gluon of LO pdf’s
◆ and Torbjorn doesn’t like
the idea of using NLO pdf’s

Solution: modified LO pdf’s which try to
mimic the best behaviors of LO and NLO
pdf’s in the relevant kinematic regions
..maybe at the expense of the momentum
sum rule, but who’s counting (at LO)
need also rational error pdf structure to
accompany modified LO pdf’s
W+ rapidity at LHC
NLO 6.1
K-factor =1.15
LO 6.1
LO CTEQ6L1

This has been a hot topic, especially since Les Houches. See session Saturday afternoon.

NLO calculation priority list from Les Houches 2005:
theory benchmarks
G. Heinrich and J. Huston

*

*

+

+

*

pp->bBbB
pp->4 jets
added in 2007
gg->W*W*
pp->W/Z NNLO QCD and NLO EW

*completed
since
list
+people are
working

What about time lag in going from availability of matrix elements to having a parton
level Monte Carlo available? See e.g. H + 2 jets. Other processes are going to be
just as complex. What about other processes for which we are theorist/time-limited?

Go back to K-factor table
 Some rules-of-thumb
 NLO corrections are larger for
processes in which there is a
great deal of color annihilation
◆ gg->Higgs
◆ gg->γγ
◆ K(gg->tT) > K(qQ -> tT)
 NLO corrections decrease as
more final-state legs are added
◆ K(gg->Higgs + 2 jets)
< K(gg->Higgs + 1 jet)
< K(gg->Higgs)
◆ unless can access new initial
state gluon channel
 Can we generalize for
uncalculated HO processes?
◆ so expect K factor for W + 3
jets or Higgs + 3 jets to be
reasonably close to 1

Casimir for biggest color
representation final state can
be in

Simplistic rule
Ci1 + Ci2 – Cf,max

Casimir color factors for initial state

Don’t forget
 NNLO: we need to know
some processes (such
as inclusive jet
production) at NNLO
◆

for inclusion of inclusive jet
data in global pdf fits, from
Tevatron for now, but
ultimately from LHC as
well

 Resummation effects:
affect important physics
signatures
◆

◆

has not been taken into
account in global fits so far
CTEQ project: combined
pT and x global fit

…and
 BFKL logs: will we finally see
them at the LHC? Will
evolution formalism have to be
modified to take them into
account?

 EW logs: αWlog2(pT2/mW2) can be
a big number at the LHC

Cross section determinations at the LHC
# events * acceptance
σ=
L
 L depends on a knowledge of
the total inelastic cross section
and of the fraction of the cross
section accessed by the
trigger
 Fair amount of uncertainty on
extrapolation to LHC
◆
◆

◆

ln(s) or ln2(s) behavior
rely on Roman pot
measurements
▲ not right away
extrapolating measured cross
section to full inelastic cross
section will still have
uncertainties (and may take
time/analysis)

don’t expect better than a 15-20% uncertainty
on any cross section during first year of running;
(ultimately maybe 5%)
>>pdf uncertainties
we need precision cross sections to
normalize to, at first and maybe always

(Early) Cross sections at LHC
 We are not going to
know L to better than
15-20%
 We are going to have
large systematic errors
(JES ~>5%)
 Global pdf fits are
precision physics; LHC
data may not be in that
category at first
 …with some possible
exceptions

Rapidity distributions
 Rapidity distributions may offer precise early
information to be fed back into global pdf fits,
independent of normalization

Mandy Cooper-Sarkar
Clare Gwenlan

Ultimately…
 We will use as much LHC data as
possible in the global fits
◆

Drell-Yan
▲

◆
◆
◆
◆

particularly W and Z cross sections

Inclusive jets
W/Z + jets
tT
…

Precision benchmarks:
W/Z cross sections at the LHC
 CTEQ6.1 and MRST NLO
predictions in good agreement
with each other
 NNLO corrections are small and
negative
 NNLO mostly a K-factor; NLO
predictions adequate for most
predictions at the LHC (CTEQ)
removing
low x data
from global
fits increases
uncertainty but
does not
significantly
move central
answer

20%

MRST
found a
tension
between
low x and
high x data;
not present
in CTEQ
analysis

Rapidity distributions and NNLO
 Effect of NNLO just a
small normalization
factor over the full
rapidity range
 NNLO predictions
using NLO pdf’s are
close to full NNLO
results, but outside of
(very small) NNLO
error band

CTEQ6.5(6)
 Inclusion of heavy quark mass
effects affects DIS data in x range
appropriate for W/Z production at
the LHC (see Pavel’s talk)
 Cross sections for W/Z increase
by ~6%
◆ now CTEQ and MRST2004 in
disagreement
◆

◆

and relative uncertainties of
W/Z increase
although individual
uncertainties of W and Z
decrease

CTEQ6.5(6)

Note
importance of
strange quark
uncertainty for
ratio

Re-visit correlations with Z, tT
Define a
correlation
cosine between
two quantities

•If two cross sections are very
correlated, then cosφ~1
•…uncorrelated, then cosφ~0
•…anti-correlated, then cosφ~-1
•Note that correlation curves to Z
and to tT are mirror images of
each other
•By knowing the pdf correlations,
can reduce the uncertainty for a
given cross section in ratio to
a benchmark cross section iff
cos φ > 0;e.g. Δ(σW+/σZ)~1%
•If cos φ < 0, pdf uncertainty for
one cross section normalized to
a benchmark cross section is
larger
•So, for gg->H(500 GeV); pdf
uncertainty is 4%; Δ(σH/σZ)~8%

W/Z summary so far
 We will use W and Z cross sections as
luminosity normalizations in early running and
perhaps always
◆

because integrated luminosity is not going to be
known much better than 15-20% at first and maybe
never better than 5-10%

 The pdf uncertainty for the ratio of a cross
section that proceeds with a qQ initial state to
the W/Z cross section is significantly reduced
 The pdf uncertainty for the ratio of a cross
section that proceeds with a gg initial state to
the W/Z cross section is significantly increased
 Would it be reasonable to use tT production as
an additional normalization tool?

Theory uncertainties for tT at LHC
 Note that at NLO with CTEQ6.6 pdf’s
the central prediction for the tT cross
section for µ=mt is ~850 pb (not 800
pb, which it would be if the top mass
were 175 GeV); ~880 pb if use effect
of threshold resummation
 The scale dependence is around
+/-11% and mass dependence is
around +/-6%
 Tevatron plans to measure top mass
to 1 GeV
◆
mass dependence goes to ~+/3%
 NNLO tT cross section will be finished
this year (Czakon et al)
◆
scale dependence will drop (how
far?)
◆
threshold resummation reduces
scale dependence to <6%; may
hope for 3% with full NNLO
 tT still in worse shape than W/Z, but
not by too much
◆
and pdf uncertainty is (a bit)
smaller

New pdf tool from John:
MCFM with pdf errors


PDF
PDF
PDF
PDF
PDF
PDF
PDF
PDF
PDF
PDF
PDF
PDF
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PDF
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PDF
PDF
PDF
PDF
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PDF
PDF
PDF

Error pdf parton luminosities stored
along with other event information;
tremendous time-saving for MCFM
Example output below from tT at LHC
with CTEQ6.1(virtual diagrams only)
error set
0 --->
922503.705 fb
error set
1 --->
924901.729 fb
error set
2 --->
920106.561 fb
error set
3 --->
926873.142 fb
error set
4 --->
918314.821 fb
error set
5 --->
924319.039 fb
error set
6 --->
920737.988 fb
error set
7 --->
930912.022 fb
error set
8 --->
914120.978 fb
error set
9 --->
944892.019 fb
error set 10 --->
899134.509 fb
error set 11 --->
910661.311 fb
error set 12 --->
933849.973 fb
error set 13 --->
918037.641 fb
error set 14 --->
926658.411 fb
error set 15 --->
929544.061 fb
error set 16 --->
916165.078 fb
error set 17 --->
926807.189 fb
error set 18 --->
918520.852 fb
error set 19 --->
914185.317 fb
error set 20 --->
928791.454 fb
error set 21 --->
916124.098 fb
error set 22 --->
919646.351 fb
error set 23 --->
922102.562 fb

PDF error set 24 --->
920512.494 fb
PDF error set 25 --->
923791.211 fb
PDF error set 26 --->
919567.536 fb
PDF error set 27 --->
924333.235 fb
PDF error set 28 --->
922540.280 fb
PDF error set 29 --->
917348.784 fb
PDF error set 30 --->
933489.451 fb
PDF error set 31 --->
921711.144 fb
PDF error set 32 --->
920739.212 fb
PDF error set 33 --->
919592.767 fb
PDF error set 34 --->
923451.843 fb
PDF error set 35 --->
923859.904 fb
PDF error set 36 --->
923632.556 fb
PDF error set 37 --->
923740.945 fb
PDF error set 38 --->
921204.429 fb
PDF error set 39 --->
922465.341 fb
PDF error set 40 --->
922560.436 fb
* --------------- SUMMARY -------------*
Minimum value
899134.509 fb
*
Central value
922503.705 fb
*
Maximum value
944892.019 fb
*
Err estimate +/- 31131.272 fb
*
+ve direction
31383.680 fb
*
-ve direction
32098.504 fb
****************************************

real diagrams contribute -70000 fb, so
central NLO is ~850 pb; threshold resum->880 pb

What about experimental uncertainties?
 10-15% in first year
◆

unfortunately, which is
where we would most like
to have a precise value

 Ultimately, ~5%?
◆

◆

dominated by b-tagging
uncertainty?
systematic errors in
common with other
complex final states, which
may cancel in a ratio?

 Tevatron now does 8%
(non-lum)

Summary
◆

 Physics will come flying hot
and heavy when LHC turns on
at full energy in 2008
 Important to establish both the
SM benchmarks and the tools,
particularly with regards to
pdf’s, that we will need to
properly understand this flood
of data

“We fit pdf’s with the data we
have, not with the data we
want.”

New CTEQ project
 Collate/create cross section predictions for LHC
◆ processes such as W/Z/Higgs(both SM and BSM)/diboson/
tT/single top/photons/jets…
◆ at LO, NLO, NNLO (where available)
▲

combined NNLO W/Z +NLO EW W/Z production

pdf uncertainty, scale uncertainty, correlations
◆ impacts of resummation (qT and threshold)
 Using programs such as:
◆ MCFM
◆ ResBos
◆ EKS
◆ Pythia/Herwig/Sherpa
◆ …numerous private codes with CTEQ
 First on webpage and later as a report
 Feedback on utility of project would be helpful
◆

Extra slides

Sudakov form factors
 Sudakov form factor gives the
probability for a gluon not to
be emitted; basis of parton
shower Monte Carlos
 Consider tT production
 In going from the Tevatron to
the LHC, you are moving from
primarily qQ initial states to gg
initial states
 …and to smaller values of
parton x
◆ so there’s more phase
space for gluon emission
 So significantly more extra
jets associated with the tT
final state

Correlations using CTEQ6.1 error pdf’s
 As expected, W and Z cross
sections are highly correlated
 Anti-correlation between tT
and W cross sections
◆

◆

◆

more glue for tT production (at
higher x) means fewer antiquarks (at lower x) for W
production
mostly no correlation for (low
mass) H and W cross sections
see more later

Heavy quark mass effects in global fits
 CTEQ6.1 (and previous
generations of global fits) used
zero-mass VFNS scheme
 With new sets of pdf’s
(CTEQ6.5/6.6), heavy quark
mass effects consistently taken
into account in global fitting cross
sections and in pdf evolution
 In most cases, resulting pdf’s are
within CTEQ6.1 pdf error bands
 But not at low x (in range of W
and Z production at LHC)
 Heavy quark mass effects only
appreciable near threshold
◆

◆

ex: prediction for F2 at low x,Q at
HERA smaller if mass of c,b
quarks taken into account
thus, quark pdf’s have to be
bigger in this region to have an
equivalent fit to the HERA data

implications for LHC phenomenology

Now some technical stuff
 Consider a cross section X(a)
 ith component of gradient of X is

 Now take 2 cross sections X and Y
◆
or one or both can be pdf’s
 Consider the projection of gradients of
X and Y onto a circle of radius 1 in the
plane of the gradients in the parton
parameter space
 The circle maps onto an ellipse in the
XY plane
 The angle φ between the gradients of
X and Y is given by

 The ellipse itself is given by

•If two cross sections are very
correlated, then cosφ~1
•…uncorrelated, then cosφ~0
•…anti-correlated, then cosφ~-1

Correlations: W/Z and pdf’s
•At the Tevatron, W and Z cross
sections most correlated with
u,U,d,D pdf’s
•At the LHC, W and Z cross
sections most correlated with
charm, bottom and gluon
distributions
•A large correlation with the gluon
for x values ~0.005 is
accompanied by a large
anti-correlation with the gluon at
larger x
•This implies a strong
anti-correlation of W and Z with
heavy states produced by gg

Correlations: Z to W ratio
 The ratio of the Z to W cross
section is most strongly
correlated with the strange quark
distribution

Re-visit correlations with Z, tT
Define a correlation cosine between two quantities

•If two cross sections are very
correlated, then cosφ~1
•…uncorrelated, then cosφ~0
•…anti-correlated, then cosφ~-1

